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• Drive to solve the office acoustic problem what we are presenting here today is one part of a
journey that started 6 years ago.
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Key issues with offices
Only 57% agree
“it enables me to work
productively”
(one quarter are under 50%)

> Difference in support for:
• Thinking Creatively
• Reading
• Individual Focused Work

> Difference physical/service:
• Space between work
settings
• Dividers
• Noise levels
www.leesmanindex.com
Leesman (2017). 250K A workplace effectiveness report

“All phases and activities
that underpin knowledge
work need to be deeply
understood and well
provided for”
• Concentrative work activities would
appear to be the ‘hygiene factor’ for
all employees.
• Get these wrong and perception of
personal productivity falls.

Understanding the human condition
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Quick History – the evolution
• Sensory structure origins 1.5 billion
y.a..
• A vital special sense organ, first
spatial sense to develop
• Forms the basis of communication
• Verbal skills, organised lingual
behaviour and then speaking and
language.
• Developed rapidly, Prestin (functional
motor protein of cochlear outer hairs)
= vigorous hearing ability and
adaptation differences (Raganandhun,
et. al. 2016).
• The total human range of hearing
increased until the Eocene and has
decreased since then (hominin
ancestors had better hearing in the
mid range) (Masterson 1968).
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Diagram of the ear and connection to the nervous
system
• Vestibular (regulates balance) and the Cochlea (for hearing)
• Supplied by the vestibulocochlear nerve. Two separate vital systems within the same space
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Background - Evidence Based Approach

Literature
Review

Subjective
Survey

280 research papers
2500 + respondents
Real life studies

Profiling
Tools

Intervention
Studies
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Psychoacoustics?
• Grounded in an
interdisciplinary approach
• Physics
(acoustics/mathematics),
psychology and
physiology
• We can account for 66%
(41% psychological effect
to the 25% physical)
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First Study Significant Factors*
• Personality type (intro and neuro)
• Work activity
• Place of work
• Perceived control
• Design features
• Individual factors
• Ability to Screen (Sensory Processing)

• Nigel Oseland and Paige Hodsman, 2018, A Psychoacoustical Approach to
Resolving Office Noise Distraction, Journal of Corporate Real Estate, Oct. 2018 20(4).
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Identifying the ability to screen and innate
sensitivities
• Respondents asked about screening noise and distraction
– Good correlations with all noise metrics and screening ability
– The noise variables are all significantly affected by ability to screen
– Size of effect is one of the strongest we found
– Weakly correlated with all personality factor ratings and
not related strongly with any one personality type
• Screening ability was tagged for further investigation
– innate neurophysiological function or simply learned
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Ability to Screen
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The Senses
• Humans are sensory beings

• Sensory processing - the way in which the nervous system receives,
organizes, and understands sensory stimuli from within & outside the
body to enable a person to determine how to react to environmental
demands
(Miller & Lane, 2000)
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Sensory Neuroscience
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The Sensory Systems
Seven Sensory Systems:

The senses are connected:
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Sensory Processing and Modulation
• Healthy individuals differ in their sensory responsiveness profiles

Sensory Modulation

Over
Responsive

Under
Responsive

• While research with normative individuals is limited, it would seem fair to
presume that differences in sensory responsiveness play out in the office
environment.
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Sensory Modulation
Sensory Modulation

Sensory over-responsivity
(SOR)

Sensory under-responsivity
(SUR)

Respond to sensation faster, with more
intensity, or for a longer duration (one or
multiple sensory systems)

Fail to respond to sensory stimuli

Express negative, impulsive, or
aggressive responses or avoidance of
sensation.
Responses are automatic & unconscious
related to sympathetic nervous system
activation (Mangeot et al., 2001)

Energetically engage in actions that
add intense sensations to their
bodies (sensory seeking)
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Modulation and Thresholds
• Neurological thresholds
–Habituation
–Sensitization
High Threshold = Habituation (SUR)  Natural screeners?
Low Threshold = Sensitization (SOR)  Poor screening ability?

• Within the central nervous system, there is also a balancing of excitatory and
inhibitory inputs, with the ability to modulate one sensory system’s activity via
input from another system (Lane 2002)
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Sensory Impacts on Brain Functioning
To be able to attend, concentrate and perform
activities, one’s nervous system must be in the
optimal state of arousal for the task at hand
(Yerkes & Dodson, 1908)

• ‘Self-regulation’ is the ability to attain, maintain and change the level of
arousal appropriately to the task or situation (Williams & Shellenberger, 1996).
• Attentional control is influenced by both ‘top-down’ and ‘bottom-up’
processes within the brain.
Knowledge of how sensory processes impact worker arousal/ attention
could lead to improvements in work performance
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Impact of Sensory Input:
Design Implications
Sensory
System

Calming

Alerting

Vibration
Soft, familiar sounds & low noise levels
Rhythmical, slow music
eg classical or baroque music.
Low amount of verbal input

Loud noise
Arrhythmical, fast music
Varied pitch, volume and speed of background
noise or music.
Vocalization and speech sounds

Low lighting, muted colours.
Plain walls and low contrast
Minimal visual stimulation
Cool to neutral warmth
Moderate temperature

Bright or flashing lights
Bright colours and high contrast
High amount of visual stimulation
Movement in peripheral vision
Extreme temperatures (cold or hot)
Light ‘tickly’ touch (includes breeze across skin)

Vanilla, Lavender, Chamomile

Citrus, Mint, Smoke

Active stretch and resistance (pushing, pulling, carrying heavy load)
Proprioception is thought to be a universal modulator
Brings the brain to an optimal state of alertness.

Adapted from Oetter, Richer and Frick, 1993
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Future Research and Tool Development
1. Future Research: To what extent does the individual sensory
profile impact on noise distractibility and the ability to screen?
High threshold (SUR) – work better in noisy environment
Low thresholds (SOR) – more easily distracted
High threshold (SUR) – better able to screen

2. Tool Development: Practical application
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Thank you for your time and attention
Paige.Hodsman@ecophon.co.uk
Tania@TaniaBarney.com

Barney, T & Hodsman, P (2018). Planning for Psychoacousitcs:
A neurophysiological approach to resolving office noise.
Contact us for a copy of the full paper

